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Executive Summary
This report will provide detailed information regarding 2009
budgeted to actual figures for permanent positions, overtime
hours and temporary hours. There are many similarities to the
2008 staffing report on this same agenda.
  

Background
 
During the 2010 budget deliberations, Finance Committee
requested a report on permanent positions, overtime hours and temporary hours worked and how it relates
to what was budgeted.

For this report, the same approach was taken in analyzing the staffing variances from the budgeted values
as was used in the 2008 staffing report.
 
The first step was to look at the salary over expenditures from a global perspective to identify
variances. When major variances were identified, staff drilled down into the details to determine the reasons
for the variance.
 
Occasionally salaries and fringes exceeded the budgeted values; however, in some cases these over
expenditures were offset by vacancies in permanent staff positions, additional provincial subsidies or
external funding, reductions in purchased services, funded by reserves or was a requirement in order to
keep the operation safe and effective.
 
Charts
 
Chart 1 reflects the salary component for each department in the City of Greater Sudbury. Appearing on the
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chart are three columns; 2009 Budget, 2009 Actual and the differential.
 
Chart 2 reflects the permanent staff as of December 31, 2009, showing the number of employees on leave
and the number of vacancies.
 
Chart 3 reflects the budgeted overtime hours and actual overtime hours for the year by division within each
department.
 
Chart 4 reflects the 2009 budgeted and actual temporary hours for the year by division within each
department.
  
Permanent Positions
 
Staff vacancies occurred within departments for a number of reasons; retirements, leaves of absence,
promotions and terminations. 
 
A snapshot of the permanent active staff was taken on December 31, 2009 to determine the number of
vacancies in the municipality. This number would be representative of the number of vacancies during any
period of the year. At that time there were 43 permanent staff vacancies and there were 112 permanent
staff on leave.

As a result of the shortfall of 155 permanent staffing, the work that was previously performed by permanent
staff had to be undertaken by other permanent staff on overtime hours or by additional temporary staff. This
is the main reason for both overtime hours and temporary hours being over budget in 2009. As was the
case in 2008 when attempting to fill vacancies, staff are not always successful as market conditions may
make finding a suitable candidate difficult.
  
 
Departmental Variance Analysis
 
Executive & Administrative
 
Within the Executive and Administrative Division, as well as the Administrative Services Division, the only
major variance was due to the late hiring of staff in the Auditor General’s office. A review of the overtime
and temporary hours reflects no major variances.
 
Human Resources
 
In 2009, this area reflects a net under expenditure of approximately $1.9 million, which is mostly attributed
to a excess funds for health premiums being returned to the City from Manulife.  In accordance with the
Reserve and Reserve Fund By-law, this amount was contributed to the Human Resources Reserve
Fund. This net under expenditure is offset somewhat by increased expenditures for early retirements. There
is no overtime in this area as it is made up entirely of non union personnel.
 
Growth and Development
 
This department reflects a slight over expenditure in the salary and fringe benefit category. There are over
expenditures in salaries in some divisions while others are under budget. Transit Services had an increase
in usage of overtime and part time hours to offset the operators that were on leave.  Building Services
utilitized additional overtime and part time hours to offset the permanent employees on leave and staff



utilitized additional overtime and part time hours to offset the permanent employees on leave and staff
vacancies. The departmental variance only represents one percent of the salary budget.
 
Financial Services
 
This area reflects a net over expenditure in the salary component; however, this is due to a contractual
commitment of approximately $100,000, which is offset by a contribution from reserves. 
 
Community Development
 
This department reflects a significant over expenditure in salaries and fringe benefits by $1.3 million in
2009.  The majority of this amount relates to overtime at Pioneer Manor.  Historically, Pioneer Manor has
not budgeted for overtime because the work program was developed to minimize overtime requirements to
maintain a twenty-four hour operation.
 
The significant overtime that is now being incurred is in part due to difficulties in recruiting and retaining
qualified staff, replacement of staff on modified work, additional staffing requirements as a result of interim
beds and a high number of leaves and vacancies.  Modified work has not only resulted in the need for
overtime (ie:  replacement of staff) but it also has in itself escalated to levels well beyond what has been
budgeted.
 
Another division that experienced increased salary and fringe benefit costs was the Leisure Services
Division in four main sections: Parks, Community Halls, Pools and Arenas. In some cases these additional
expenditures were offset by increase revenues or decreased purchased services.
 
Somewhat offsetting the previous two items is Ontario Works where there have been a number of vacancies
throughout the year.
 
Infrastructure Services

There were salary over expenditures in the Water / Wastewater Division of approximately $800,000, mostly
related to relief supervision pay and overtime costs. In accordance with policy, shortfalls in this division are
offset by contributions from the Water and Wastewater Reserve Fund, therefore having no effect on the
City’s financial position.   

The Roads Division also reflected an over expenditure in the salary category relating mostly to winter control
due predominantly to pothole repairs and increased winter supervision costs.

The attached charts will reflect estimated budgeted overtime hours and temporary hours in the operations
area. The reason for this is that in the Municipal Management Maintenance System (MMMS), where all
costs for work activities are captured, crew hours are used as its manpower component. Crew hours are
made up of hours worked by permanent and temporary employees as well as overtime. The labour cost
component uses a rate of pay that incorporates all of these inputs. 

As was reported in the 2008 report, these estimates of overtime and temporary hours are included in the
appropriate charts for comparison purposes.
 
Emergency Services
 
There is only a minor positive variance in this department representing less than 0.5% of the budget. The



vacancies were covered by overtime and temporary hours within the existing salary budget.  Additional
overtime and temporary hours were required to handle off loading delays.
 
Fire Services
 
This department has a positive variance in salaries relating predominantly to the leaves and vacancies in
this area.  However, there is a variance in actual overtime hours compared to budgeted overtime hours. 
This is a reporting error in the budget document as the dollar amount budgeted exceeds the number of
hours budgeted.  The hours will be realigned in the 2011 budget with no levy impact.
 
Police Services
 
The salary category of the Police Services was over budget due mainly to the uptake of federally
and provincially funded programs to add officers to most police forces in Ontario, therefore was no impact
on the City’s year end financial position as a result of participating in this initiative. 
 
The Police Services budget contains an annual allocation for overtime.  In 2009, these costs were under
budget.
  

Summary
This report identifies variances in the salary category of the City’s operations. It should be noted that even
when there were over expenditures in salaries, it did not necessarily lead to an over expenditure for the
division as there may have been other items that offset this salary component.

 
These over expenditures in overtime and temporary staff costs have been funded by the following sources:
 

Vacancies in permanent staff positions
Additional provincial subsidies
Other funding sources
Reduction in other category expenditures
Reserves
Succession planning reserve

As well, many salary expenditures, such as vacation and sick leave payouts for terminated employees, job
evaluation payouts, vacation pay differences and pay equity issues are not budgeted for. This totals
approximately $3.2 million.
 
In addition, some of the over expenditures in salaries were as a result of keeping the operation going, such
as winter control and Pioneer Manor.
 
Managers make every attempt to offset over expenditures in salaries by reducing other category
expenditures or by securing other funding.
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